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Analysis of the spatial distribution of endomembrane trafficking is fundamental to under-

stand the mechanisms controlling cellular dynamics, cell homeostasy, and cell interaction

with its external environment in normal and pathological situations. The development of

automated methods to visualize and quantify the spatial distribution of intracellular events

is essential to process the ever-increasing amount of data generated with modern light mi-

croscopy. We present a generic and non-parametric framework to quantitatively analyze

and visualize the spatio-temporal distribution of intracellular events from different condi-

tions in fluorescence microscopy. From the spatial coordinates of intracellular features such

as segmented subcellular structures or dynamic processes like vesicle trajectories, QuantEv

automatically estimates weighted densities for each dimension of the 3D cylindrical coordi-

nate system and performs a comprehensive statistical analysis from distribution distances.

We apply this approach to study the spatio-temporal distribution of moving Rab6 fluores-

cently labeled membranes with respect to their direction of movement in cells constrained

in crossbow- and disk-shaped fibronectin patterns. We also investigate the position of the
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generating hub of Rab11 positive membranes and the effect of actin disruption on Rab11

trafficking in coordination with cell shape. An Icy plugin and a tutorial are available at

http://icy.bioimageanalysis.org/plugin/QuantEv.

Modern light microscopy associated with fluorescence molecule tagging allows studying

the spatial distribution of intracellular events. Unfortunately, fluorescent images are complex to

analyze and additional software is needed to evaluate statistical differences between different con-

ditions 1. Automatic methods have the obvious advantage of being quicker and reproducible.

However, most computational methods are based on the complex combination of heterogeneous

features such as statistical, geometrical, morphological and frequency properties 2, which makes

difficult to draw definitive biological conclusions. Additionally, most experimental designs, es-

pecially at single cell level, pool together data coming from replicated experiments of a given

condition 3–5, neglecting the biological variability between individual cells.

Micro-patterning is now a well established strategy to reduce morphological variability by

imposing constraints on adhesion sites, which has been shown to influence the cytoskeleton geome-

try and transport carrier localization 3, 6. This technique opened the way to pairwise comparisons of

conditions with a two-sample kernel density-based test by pooling together all data from each con-

dition 7. Unfortunately, it does not consider the sample-to-sample variability because all replicated

experiments from a given condition are simply merged together. Additionally, the visualization

of the kernel density maps enables to average several experiments but fails to identify specific lo-

cations of interest in the cell (e.g. docking areas). Finally, assessing the dynamical behavior of
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labeled membrane structures, a fundamental task for trafficking analysis, remains out of scope in

this framework.

In this paper, we describe a method that we call QuantEv dedicated to the analysis of the

spatial distribution of intracellular events represented by any static or dynamical descriptor (e.g.

detected points, segmented regions, trajectories...) provided that the descriptors are associated with

spatial coordinates. QuantEv offers a unifying frame to decipher complex trafficking experiments

at the scale of the whole cell. It is typically able to detect subtle global molecular mechanisms

when trajectory clustering fails. An overview of the approach is presented in Fig. 1. Our approach

first computes 3D histograms of descriptors in a cylindrical coordinate system (parameterized by

radius r, angle θ and depth z) with computational cell shape normalization, enabling comparisons

between cells of different shape. Densities are obtained via adaptive kernel density estimation 8, 9.

Visualization through histograms and densities allows giving a clear biological interpretation of

the experiments. We use the Earth Mover’s Distance 10 and the Circular Earth Mover’s Distance

11 to measure the dissimilarity between densities associated to different experimental conditions.

A statistical analysis on these distances reliably takes into account the biological variability over

replicated experiments. By computing weighted densities for each point in the cell as the reference

center, QuantEv identifies the point that gives the most uniform angular distribution. This point

may coincide with a biological structure of interest that would act as the events emitter or attracter.

In the section Results, we describe the application of QuantEv to detect significant differ-

ences between molecular trafficking and phenotypes observed in cells with various shapes. The
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first application is concerned with the distribution of membranes labeled by GFP-Rab6 as a hall-

mark of vesicular carriers in crossbow- and disk-shaped cells. Rab6 proteins are transiently an-

chored to moving transport carriers from the Golgi apparatus located at the cell center to Endo-

plasmic Reticulum entry sites or to plasma membrane 12–17, both assumed to be located at the cell

periphery. Micro-patterns impose constraints on the cytoskeleton and consequently influence the

spatial distribution of Rab6 transport carriers, as confirmed with kernel density maps 3. We apply

QuantEv to visualize and quantify this influence and to localize regions in the cell associated with

Rab6 trafficking stages. In addition, Rab6 positive membranes were reported to move from and

towards the Golgi in apparent close proportions 16, 18, and yet these membrane associated proteins

are believed to traffic in majority from the Golgi located at the cell center to the cell periphery

12–16 where they should dissociate from membranes and recycle back to the cytosol. To investigate

these apparently antagonist statements, we apply QuantEv on Rab6 trajectories to characterize the

dynamical behaviors of these transport carriers.

The second application focuses on the dynamics of mCherry-Rab11 positive membranes.

Rab11 is known to primarily localized to the Endosomal Recycling Compartment and it orga-

nizes spatially and temporally recycling from this compartment 19–22. Here, we confirm by using

QuantEv the hypothesis that the labeled transport intermediates are uniformly distributed around

the ERC and close to the plasma membrane plane. Furthermore, we also investigate the progres-

sive effect of actin disruption induced by Latrunculin A injection on the Endosomal Recycling

Compartment localization with respect to time. We finally apply QuantEv to analyze the joined

influence of actin disruption and cell shape on the rad ial distribution of Rab11 vesicles trafficking.
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Results

Visualizing and quantifying the influence of micropatterns on the spatial distribution of Rab6

positive membranes Quantification is unavoidable for nowadays cell biology experiments to as-

sess differences between populations or to evaluate the effects of certain drugs or genes. Easy to

interpret visualization coming with quantification is a real plus for biologists to understand what

are the features explaining statistical significance. We applied the QuantEv approach to visualize

the spatial distribution of Rab6 positive membranes in crossbow- and disk-shaped cells (see Fig. S1

a-b) and quantify their differences. We compared the results obtained with QuantEv to those ob-

tained with the more conventional kernel density (KD) maps 3, 4. The KD approach concludes

that the distribution of Rab6 positive membranes are clearly different between micro-patterns (see

Fig. S2 a-b, p-value = 0) as expected, but also leads to a significant difference between distri-

butions from a same micro-pattern (see Fig. S2 c). Instead, QuantEv selectively identifies a sig-

nificant difference between the angular distributions of Rab6 positive membranes from crossbow-

and disk-shaped cells (p-value = 0.0006) while the radial and in-depth distributions are similar

for both micro-patterns (see Fig. 2 a-b). QuantEv also highlights a distribution peak for a radius

(resp. a depth) at the two-thirds the distance between the Golgi region border and the cell pe-

riphery (resp. between cell top and cell bottom), for both micro-patterns (see Fig. 2 a;c-d). This

peak corresponds to an accumulation of Rab6 positive membranes and identifies the area where

they enter a docking phase before switching to a tethering phase. The KD maps do not show such

subtle mechanisms in their primary formulation.
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Inwards and outwards Rab6 positive membranes show two distinctive dynamical behaviors

Rab6 positive membranes are trafficking from the Golgi located at the cell center to the cell periph-

ery 12–16 and at the same time move from and towards the Golgi in comparable proportions 16, 18.

To reconcile these two antagonist statements, we applied QuantEv as follows. Rab6 trajectories

were classified into two categories (Fig. 3 a-b): i) vesicles moving towards the cell periphery; ii)

vesicles moving towards the Golgi. As shown in Fig. 3 c-d, the proportion of Rab6 positive mem-

branes moving towards the cell periphery and towards the Golgi are close for both micro-patterns

(0.501 versus 0.499 for crossbow-shaped cells, 0.515 versus 0.485 for disk-shaped cells). The ra-

dial distributions shown in Fig. 3 c-d display two distinctive modes for vesicles moving towards

the cell periphery and those moving towards the Golgi (p-value = 0.0304 for crossbow-shaped

cells, p-value = 0.0047 for disk-shaped cells). Between the Golgi and the distribution peak shown

in Fig. 2 a, Rab6 vesicles are predominantly moving towards the cell periphery. Between this peak

and the cell periphery, they are in majority moving towards the Golgi, indicating that during their

docking-tethering phase, the vesicles are predominantly moving towards the cell center. These two

distinctive dynamical behaviors are consistent with the aforementioned antagonist statements. To

go further in the analysis, we pooled together the trajectories of Rab6 positive membranes from

crossbow- and disk-shaped cells as they show a similar radial distribution. We then applied Quan-

tEv without any weight (Fig. 3 f) and by considering the confinement ratio (see Fig. 3 g) and the

total path length (see Fig. 3 h) to normalize the radial distribution. Rab6 positive membranes mov-

ing towards the cell periphery have a much more direct path than the ones moving towards the

Golgi (0.54 versus 0.46, p-value = 6×10−8, see Fig. 3 g) while Rab6 positive membranes moving
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towards the Golgi follow longer trajectories than the ones moving towards the cell periphery (0.54

versus 0.46, p-value = 0.0001, Fig. 3 h). In summary, this analysis clearly demonstrated that Rab6

positive membranes move predominantly and quite directly from the Golgi to the cell periphery

until they enter a docking phase. Then, they mostly go back towards the cell center by following

long and indirect trajectories.

The Endosomal Recycling Compartment (ERC) organizes Rab11 angular distribution Rab11

positive recycling membranes originate their journey from the so-called Endosomal Recycling

Compartment (ERC). We formulate the assumption that Rab11 positive membranes are uniformly

distributed at the membrane plane around the ERC position with cell, whatever the cell shape is.

To test this hypothesis, we used images acquired at the membrane with TIRF microscopy showing

Rab11 proteins (see Fig. S1 c-d). Most labeled membranes of the ERC are not located near the cell

surface. However, for each TIRF sequence, one HiLo (Highly Inclined TIRFM) or pseudo-wide

field image was acquired, giving the biology expert the capacity to manually define its location (red

disks in Fig. 4 a). To test our assumption, the QuantEv uniformity analysis is applied by consider-

ing intensity on segmented regions. The results are shown in Fig. 4 a (blue disks). To have a line

of comparison, we also plot the cell centers as green disks in Fig. 4 a. Interestingly, the blue disk

is close to the red disk for all image sequences except one (second line, middle image in Fig. 4 a).

The blue disk is also closer to the red disk than the green disk in 7 out of 8 image sequences (see

Fig. 4 a-b). Although the point that gives the most uniform angular distribution does not strictly

coincide with the manually identified ERC, it is sufficiently close to indicate that the Rab11 pos-

itive membranes are quite uniformly distributed around the ERC position at the membrane plane
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whatever the cell shape is. This indicates that the ERC corresponds to the organizing hub of the

Rab11 carrier vesicles.

Joint actin disruption and cell shape influence on Rab11 radial distribution Applying the

QuantEv uniformity analysis at each time step of a sequence allows studying the location stability

of the particle emitter or attractor. To test if the estimated ERC location is stationary over time,

we computed the Euclidean distance between the reference point estimated at time t = 0 and

the points estimated for the next frames. On the image sequences considered in the previous

section (see Fig. 4 a), this distance remains stable (see Fig. S3 a). We analyzed cells treated with

Latrunculin A, which inhibits actin polymerization and disrupts actin filaments (see Fig. S1 e-f).

We show that the ERC location is moving away as the drug is affecting the cell (see Fig. S3 b),

enlightening the role of cytoskeleton in stabilizing the localization of the ERC. We then acquired

image sequences at 10, 15, 20 and 25 minutes after Latrunculin A addition and we extracted

Rab11 trajectories. The confinement ratio of Rab11 tracks is decreasing with time (see Fig. S4),

which is consistent with actin cytoskeleton being involved in Rab11 vesicle trafficking. The radial

distribution of Rab11 vesicles is constantly shifting from the cell periphery to the cell center for

both micro-patterns (see Fig. 5). However, we first observe significant differences between the

radial distrubutions for the two tested micropatterns controlling the actin organization at injection

time (p-value = 0.0129). After Latrunculin A treatment, we progressively observe no difference

between the radial distributions, suggesting that the actin organization is drastically perturbed.

All these quantifications allow us to conclude that exocytosis/recycling vesicle trafficking is cell

shape-actin organization dependent.
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Discussion

This article presents a robust computational framework taking into account cell variability to quan-

tify the distribution of fluorescently labeled proteins. Using dynamical descriptors, detailed insight

into dynamical processes is also unraveled and the uniformity analysis allows to localizing an or-

ganizing region for the observed biological objects.

QuantEv enables us to state that the angular distribution of Rab6 positive membranes from

crossbow- and disk-shaped cells are statistically different. It also enables to visualize the Rab6

positive membranes distribution along the depth and between the Golgi and the cell periphery,

identifying the locations where they enter their docking phase. By considering the directions of

the moving Rab6 positive membranes, QuantEv allows demonstrating that these membranes first

move predominantly and directly towards the cell periphery before reaching their docking phase.

They then go back to the cell center in an undirected and long fashion. This intriguing result

showing statistically bi-directional movements of Rab6 was reported before. The Rab6 positive

vesicles generated at the Golgi membranes are predestined to the cell periphery, in order to deliver

their exocytic cargo 16, 18, which should favor a centrifuge directionality. Our data reconciles this

two apparently opposed observations and show for the first time, that a majority of Rab6 vesicles

reverses their movement only towards close docking-fusion sites and only during this ultimate

phase of docking-fusion.

We demonstrate with the help of QuantEv that Rab11 positive membranes are uniformly

distributed around the Endosomal Recycling Compartment (ERC) at the plasma membrane plane.
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This shows that the ERC represents an organizing hub for the Rab11 carrier vesicles. By applying

the QuantEv uniformity analysis along time, we exhibit how the ERC location is affected by actin

disruption caused by Latrunculin A injection. The radial distribution analysis of Rab11 positive

membranes in crossbow- and disk-shaped cells combined with Latrunculin A injection reveals

the interconnection between cell shape and actin organization on Rab11 trafficking at the plasma

membrane, and more generally on the exocytosis/recycling vesicle distribution.

In conclusion, QuantEv has the potential to become a very popular analysis method for dy-

namics and intracellular event analysis as i) it is publicly available; ii) it is fully automated and

non-parametric; iii) it provides results that are easy to biologically interpret; iv) it performs a sta-

tistical analysis that takes into account the biological variability over the replicated experiments

of a same condition and is efficient with small and large amounts of data. QuantEv is quite flex-

ible since the user can specify any distance, including reference to a unique point and to mem-

brane borders 23. The QuantEv plugin can be applied with Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical

coordinate systems to analyze flat or rounded cells. It is worth noting that this approach can be

applied to constrained and non-constrained cell shapes. An Icy plugin and a tutorial are available

at http://icy.bioimageanalysis.org/plugin/QuantEv.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation In the first dataset, we use cell lines stably expressing fluorescently tagged

proteins in order to minimize the cell-to-cell variability in fluorescence signal. HeLa cells stably
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transfected with GFP-tagged Rab6 proteins were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10%

fetal bovine serum. Cells were spread onto fibronectin Cytoo chips (Cytoo Cell Architect) 4 to

5 hours before imaging. Cell adhesion on micropatterns both constrains the cells in terms of

lateral movement and averages their size and shape. Two types of micropatterns were used (disk-

shaped and crossbow-shaped, Cytoo Cell Architect, 1100µm2)6. For a second set of experiments,

wild type RPE1 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium, Nutrient Mixture F-12

(DMEM/F12) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) FCS in 6 well plates. RPE1 cells were transiently

transfected with plasmids coding for Rab11a-GFP, and Langerin-mCherry using the following

protocol: 2 µg of each DNAs, completed to 100 µL with DMEM/F12 (FCS free) were incubated

for 5 min at room temperature. 6 µL of X-tremeGENE 9 DNA Transfection Reagent (Roche)

completed to 100 µL with DMEM/F12 (FCS free) were added to the mix and incubated for further

15 min at room temperature. The transfection mix was then added to RPE1 cells grown one day

before and incubated further at 37oC overnight. Cells were then spread onto fibronectin Cytoo

chips (Cytoo Cell Architect) for 4h at 37oC with F-12 (with 10% (vol/vol) FCS, 10mM Hepes, 100

units/ml of penicillin and 100ug/ml of Strep) before imaging. When specified, 2 mM Latrunculin

A (Sigma) was dissolved to 0.02 mM in F-12 DMEM. 300 µL of culture medium with Latrunculin

A (600 nM) was added to establish a final Latrunculin A concentration of 3 µM.

Data acquisition For the Rab6 dataset, the 488 nm laser of a spinning-disk confocal microscope

(Ti Eclipse, Nikon, S.A, France equipped with spinning disk system and CoolSnap HQ2 CCD,

from Roper Scientific S.A.R.L, France) was used to acquire 3D 380 × 380 × 8 stacks (the voxel

resolution is 64.5 nm × 64.5 nm × 300 nm) at a rate of one stack per second. 18 image sequences
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with crossbow-shaped cells and 22 image sequences with disk-shaped cells were acquired. The

system was driven by the Metamorph software (Molecular Devices). The volume rendering of two

images from this dataset are shown in Fig. S1 a-b.

For the Rab11 dataset, live-cell imaging was performed using simultaneous dual color Total

Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. All imaging was performed in full condi-

tioned medium at 37oC and 5% CO2 unless otherwise indicated. Simultaneous dual color TIRF

microscopy sequences were acquired on a Nikon TE2000 inverted microscope equipped with a

x100 TIRF objective (NA=1.49), an Azymuthal TIRF module (Ilas2, Roper Scientifc), an image

splitter (DV, Roper Scientific) installed in front of an EMCCD camera (Evolve, Photometrics) that

can be bypassed or not, depending on the experimental conditions, as indicated in the text, and a

temperature controller (LIS). GFP and m-Cherry were excited with a 488 nm and a 561 nm laser,

respectively (100mW). The system was driven by the Metamorph software (Molecular Devices).

Four selected image projections from this data set are shown in Fig. S1 c-f.

Data availability We use two datasets in this study that are publicly available on the iMANAGE

database at https://cid-curie.fr/iManage/standard/login.html with username public and password

Welcome!1 in the project entitled QuantEv-Data.

Event detection and localization Before applying QuantEv, the intracellular events have to be

identified and localized. The Rab6 proteins are extracted for each image sequence by using the C-

CRAFT method 24 with default parameters, except the p-value that ranges from 0.0025 to 0.0125

depending on the noise level, available on Icy 25. The Rab11 positive membranes are segmented
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at each time point with the ATLAS algorithm 26 with default parameters, except the p-value that

ranges from 0.05 to 0.045 depending on the noise level. In both cases, a variance stabilization

transform 27 is performed to take into account the Poisson-Gaussian nature of the noise in the

CCD sensors. Finally, the Rab6 and Rab11 trajectories are estimated with the multiple hypothesis

tracking method 28 with default parameters, available on Icy 25.

Weighted density estimation The localization of events needs to be defined on a common coor-

dinate system to compare the experiments. We propose to use the cylindrical coordinate system

where only a reference point such as the event emitter or attracter and a reference direction have

to be specified by the user. To fairly compare experiments with different cell shapes, we define

appropriate distances to obtain normalized densities, i.e. independent from the cell shape. We

illustrate the importance of shape normalization in the Supporting Information and in Fig. S5 a-b.

More formally, let us define Ω the 3D cell support and ∂Ω the 3D cell surface. Let us consider

a set of N sample points associated with intracellular events S = {(ri, θi, zi, wi, dθi , dzi), i ∈

[1, N ]}, where (ri, θi, zi) denote the spatial cylindrical coordinates. The weight wi enables to

take into account features associated to events such as intensity, track length, confinement ratio...

wi can typically be a function of fluorescence intensity, proportional to the number of molecules

observed at a given location. The distance dθi is equal to the Euclidean distance between the

coordinate system origin O ∈ Ω projected on plane zi (Ozi) and the point Pθi,zi ∈ ∂Ω with angle

θi at plane zi, such that dθi = ‖Pθi,zi − Ozi‖2
2. The distance dzi is equal to the Euclidean distance

between the coordinate system origin O and the point Pri,θi ∈ ∂Ω with radius ri and angle θi
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such that dzi = ||Pri,θi − O||. These two distances allow estimating normalized densities that are

independent from cell shapes. All these coordinates are illustrated on a simple example for the

event i in Fig. S7. We propose to estimate three densities defined as follows:

f(r) =
1

Zr,θ

N∑
i=1

Gσ̂r (ri − r)
wi
dθi
,

f(θ) =
1

Zr,θ

N∑
i=1

Hκ̂ (θi − θ)
wi
dθi
, (1)

f(z) =
1

Zz

N∑
i=1

Gσ̂z (zi − z)
wi
dzi
,

where Gσ̂(·) is a Gaussian kernel with bandwidth σ̂, Hκ̂ is a von Mises kernel with concentration

κ̂ such that Hκ̂(θ) =
eκ̂ cos θ

2πI0(κ̂)
and I0(·) is the Bessel function of order 0. The bandwidths σ̂r and

σ̂z are estimated with the Silverman’s rule of thumb 8 and κ̂ is estimated using the robust rule of

thumb proposed by Taylor et al. 9. The normalization constants are defined as follows:

Zr,θ = N
N∑
i=1

wi
dθi
, Zz = N

N∑
i=1

wi
dzi
. (2)

Statistical procedure Quantitative comparison between different conditions is mandatory to an-

alyze biological data. In most computational biology studies, data from different experiments

corresponding to the same condition are pooled together 3, 4. This usual procedure enables to add

statistical power when comparing two conditions. Therefore, it is especially useful when few data

are available. Unfortunately, pooling data together presents two main drawbacks. First, if large

amounts of data are available, the opposite problem arises and the statistical tests may become

significant for every comparison 29. One solution is to downsample the data, but the amount of

downsampling becomes another issue. Second, pooling data together for one condition partially
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hides the variability between the replicated experiments for this condition. As an example, let us

consider a study aimed at analyzing the effects of a drug on a sample of normal individuals. To

evaluate the drug efficiency, a comparison between normal individuals and individuals that were

administered the drug is conducted. Let us assume that the drug is effective on half the individuals.

Consequently, normal individuals are compared to a mix of normal individuals and individuals with

the drug effects. This comparison should not be statistically significant as the drug is not efficient

on all individuals. However, the effects on the individuals for which the drug is efficient might

hide the fact that it is not efficient on all individuals if all the data are pooled together. In what

follows, we propose to compute a distance between all experiments instead of a distance between

conditions. The idea is demonstrated in the Supporting Information and validated on synthetic

image sequences (see Fig. S6 and Fig. S5 c-d).

Distance between densities We propose to compute the earth mover’s distance (also known as the

Kantorovich-Rubinstein or the first order Wasserstein distance) between every replicate of every

condition to apply a statistical test. This transport-based distance demonstrated its efficiency for

other studies on cell phenotypes 30. The discrete Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) between two

unidimensional distributions is simply defined as the sum of the absolute differences between their

cumulated distribution functions 10:

EMD(f 1, f 2) =
K∑
i=1

|F 1(i)− F 2(i)|, (3)

where F 1 and F 2 are the cumulated distribution functions of f 1 and f 2. Although the EMD

depends on the number of bins K, EMD proportions are kept intact when the number of bins is

high enough as shown in Fig. S5 e-f. For the angular distribution, the Circular Earth Mover’s
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Distance (CEMD) 11 is defined as:

CEMD(f 1, f 2) = min
k∈{1,...,K}

K∑
i=1

|Q1
k(i)−Q2

k(i)|, (4)

with

Qk(i) =


∑i

j=k f(j) if i ≥ k,∑K
j=k f(j) +

∑i
j=1 f(j) if i < k.

(5)

Difference between conditions The EMD and CEMD enable to compute a distance between

two single experiments for the radial, angular and in-depth densities. The distances between the

replicates of one condition and the replicates of another condition give an idea about the difference

between the two conditions. However, a baseline distance is also needed to state if the difference

is random or significant. Therefore, if we consider two conditions, two distances are defined for

each experiment and each density:

i) the intra-condition distance: average distance between the density and all the other densities

for the same condition;

ii) the inter-condition distance: average distance between the density and all the other densities

from the other condition.

We define as the condition difference the difference between the inter-condition distance and the

intra-condition distance. If the condition difference is high, the two conditions are different.
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Statistical test A statistical test is applied on the difference distance to state if the observed con-

ditions are significantly different. A non-parametric statistical test is better suited as there is no

underlying model for the condition difference. In addition, a negative condition difference implies

that the current experiment is closer to the replicated experiments of the other condition than the

replicated experiments of the same condition. Consequently, the condition difference has to be

positive if the conditions are different. For those two reasons, we propose to use the one-sided

non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the condition differences for all experiments to state

if two conditions are statistically different.

Analysis of uniform distribution of events In case we focus on the intracellular events assumed

to be uniformly distributed around a given biological object, e.g. the events emitter, QuantEv

allows us to estimate a location for this traffic-organizing component. This source location is then

defined as the reference point with the most uniform angular distribution. It is established that the

maximum entropy corresponds to the most uniform distribution. Consequently, the reference point

O∗ is defined as the location that maximizes the entropy:

O∗ = max
O∈Ω

−
N∑
i=1

f(θi) log f(θi). (6)

The most straightforward way to find this point is to estimate the entropy map that gives, for each

point in Ω, the entropy value computed with the current point used as the reference center. We

also propose to use the bisection method to speed up the computation (about ten time faster than

the entropy map computation). A uniformity analysis conducted on simulations is presented in

the Supporting Information and in Fig. S5 g-h. The entropy criterion can be extended to detect

multiple organizing components if needed.
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Code availability The jar file of the QuantEv Icy plugin is available at http://icy.bioimageanalysis.org/

plugin/QuantEv. The source code can be extracted from this jar file.
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Figure 1: Overview of QuantEv approach.Histograms (bar plots) and densities (lines) of the

spatial distribution of Rab6 positive membranes with respect toj

Figure 2: Spatial distribution analysis of Rab6 proteins for crossbow- and disk-shaped cells. a

Histograms (bar plots) and densities (lines) of the spatial distribution of Rab6 positive membranes

with respect to radius r, angle θ and depth z. These distributions come from 18 (resp. 22) image

sequences with a crossbow-shaped cell (blue bar plots and lines) (resp. a disk-shaped cell (orange

bar plots and lines)). b Box and whisker plots of the condition differences with respect to radius

r, angle θ and depth z over the 40 image sequences. p-values under conditions of one-sided

Wilcoxon signed-rank test when considering the condition differences are indicated below the box

and whisker plots. A star (*) indicates that the p-value is smaller than 0.05. c-d Overlay of the

average intensity projection map of an image sequence with a crossbow- c (resp. disk- d) shaped

cell and the radial levels at 0, 0.6 and 0.8. The scale bar corresponds to 5 µm.
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Figure 3: Spatial distribution analysis of moving Rab6 proteins. a-b Overlay of the average

intensity projection map of an image sequence with a crossbow- a (resp. disk- b) shaped cell and

the Rab6 positive membrane trajectories moving towards the cell periphery (red trajectories) and

towards Golgi (green trajectories). The scale bar corresponds to 5µm. c-d Histograms (bar plots)

and densities (lines) of the spatial distribution of Rab6 positive membranes moving towards the cell

periphery (green bar plots and lines) or towards the Golgi (pink bar plots and lines) with respect

to radius r, the θ and the z. These distributions come from 18 image sequences with a crossbow-

shaped cell c and 22 image sequences with a disk-shaped cell d. The box and whisker plots of the

condition differences of the spatial distribution of moving Rab6 positive membranes with respect

to radius r, angle θ and depth z over the 40 image sequences for crossbow- c and disk-shaped cells

d are next to the histograms and densities. e Illustration of the displacement distance and the total

path length of a trajectory. The confinement ratio is defined as the ratio between the displacement

distance and the total path length. f-h Histograms (bar plots) and densities (lines) of the radial

distributions of Rab6 positive membranes trajectories with no weights f, and weighted by the con-

finement ratio g and total path length h. These distributions come from 40 image sequences with

crossbow-shaped cells and disk-shaped cells. h Box and whisker plots of the condition differences

of the radial distribution with no weights, weighted by the confinement ratio and by the total path

length over the 40 image sequences. p-values under conditions of one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank

test when considering the condition differences are indicated below the box and whisker plots. A

star (*) indicates that the p-value is smaller than 0.05.
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Figure 4: Estimation of the Endosomal Recycling Center (ERC) location from the angular

distribution of Rab11 positive membranes. a The red disks correspond to the manual annota-

tion, the blue disks to the point defining the most uniform angular distribution of Rab11 positive

membranes and the green disks correspond to the cell centers. These disks are displayed over

the average intensity projections of the image sequences showing Rab11 positive membranes. The

scale bar corresponds to 5µm. b Euclidean distances between the manually annotated ERC and the

cell centers (green disks) or the points giving the most uniform angular distribution (blue disks).

Figure 5: Latrunculin A influence on Rab11 radial distribution. a Histograms (bar plots) and

densities (lines) of the radial distribution of Rab11 positive membranes on crossbow- and disk-

shaped cells weighted by intensity at Latrunculin A Injection Time, 10, 15, 20 and 25 minutes

after injection. b Box and whisker plots of the condition differences of the radial distribution be-

tween crossbow- and disk-shaped cells at Latrunculin A Injection Time, 10, 15, 20 and 25 minutes

after injection. p-values under conditions of one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test when comparing

crossbow- and disk-shaped cells (9 images sequences for each micro-pattern at each injection time)

are indicated below the box and whisker plots.
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Fig. 1. Overview of QuantEv approach.
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Supporting Information

Datasets Fig. S1 shows fluorescence images taken from the different datasets used in the study.

Sensitivity to cell shape The cell shape influences the spatial distribution of intracellular events.

The distances dθ and dz were introduced to compute a distribution that is invariant from the cell

shape (see Section Weighted density estimation). To quantify the cell shape influence and to evalu-

ate the pertinence of the normalization with distances, we generate image sequences with vesicles

trafficking on a square-shaped region. In these simulations, vesicles are uniformly distributed over

16 different paths and are moving from the cell center to the cell periphery (see Fig. S6 a). As

the cell is square-shaped, the vesicles moving to the cell corners travel a longer distance than the

other vesicles so the number of vesicles on these paths is higher. Consequently, the spatial dis-

tribution of vesicles is not uniform over the radius and angle ranges (see purple histograms in

Fig. S5 a-b). Nevertheless, the vesicles are generated over the paths with an equal probability in

the simulations, meaning that the distribution over the different paths is uniform. By weighting the

distribution of spatial coordinates with the distance between the cell center and the cell periphery,

the shape dependence is accurately corrected as shown in the green histograms of Fig. S5 a-b.

Statistical analysis To evaluate the effect of pooling data together on the statistical analysis, 20

image sequences with uniform distribution over the paths (Fig. S6 b) and 10 image sequences with

isotropic distribution over the paths (Fig. S6 c) are generated. 4 groups are then defined from these

simulations:
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• group #1: 10 image sequences with uniform distribution;

• group #2: 10 other image sequences with uniform distribution;

• group #3: 10 image sequences with isotropic distribution (6 paths with a probability equal

to 0.1 and 10 paths with a probability equal to 0.04);

• group #4: 5 image sequences with uniform distribution and 5 image sequences with isotropic

distribution.

The analysis of variance (ANOVA), usual method for biological studies, is compared to the Quan-

tEv statistical approach. For the ANOVA analysis, the vesicle mass centers are extracted from

the simulations and the pair (r, θ) is used to compare two groups. The intensity observed in the

segmented vesicles is used for the QuantEv approach. For both methods, several amounts of data

are considered: from 1% to 100% data for the ANOVA analysis; from 2 vs. 2 to 10 vs. 10 image

sequences for QuantEv.

With the ANOVA analysis on pooled data, the p-values are low with a small amount of data

when comparing groups #1 and #3 (see Fig. S5 c). But they also start to be low when comparing

groups #1 and #2 for an amount of data that reaches about 50% (see Fig. S5 c). These results

indicate that there is a gradient of p-values consistent with actual differences between the spatial

distributions. However, the values lead to a significant difference between all groups (see Fig. S5

c). It demonstrates that it is difficult to deal with pooled data when the amount of data is high.

When comparing groups #1 and #4, there should not be any statistical difference, as group #4 is

2



constituted of particles with different distributions. But the ANOVA analysis on the pooled data

is not able to grasp this variability between replicated experiments of a same condition and the

p-values are low with a small amount of data (about 5%, see Fig. S5 c).

The QuantEv statistical approach does not lead to any statistical difference for radius for the

three comparisons (see Fig. S5 d), a result that is consistent with the data. By using QuantEv,

it turns out that angular distributions are statistically different when comparing groups #1 and #3

while they are not for the two other comparisons (see Fig. S5 d). These experiments demonstrate

that the QuantEv statistical approach is not disturbed by large amounts of data because it considers

the distributions over the sequences. They also demonstrate that QuantEv takes into account the

variability between replicated experiments of a same condition as the comparison involving groups

#1 and #4 does not conclude to any statistical difference.

Uniform distribution of events To evaluate the QuantEv uniformity analysis, we simulate 10

image sequences with particles uniformly distributed over the different paths on a network for

which the origin is not centered in the image (Fig. S6 d). Fig. S5 g shows the entropy map obtained

for one simulation. Fig. S5 h shows the different reference points estimated over the ten simulations

as green disks. These results are not perfect, as the reference centers are not estimated to be located

at the exact particle emitter location. However, if the particles are distributed with equal probability

on all paths, this does not imply that the actual number of generated particles is the same on all

paths so the estimation cannot be perfect. The estimated reference points for these simulations are

close to the particle emitter location, which demonstrates the potential of this approach.
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Fig. S1. Example images from the datasets.
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Fig. S1. Example images from the datasets. a-b Volume renderings of fluorescent images taken from 2 sequences showing Rab6 proteins in a crossbow-shaped
(a) and a disk-shaped cell (b). c-d Fluorescent images taken from 2 sequences showing Rab11 proteins in a crossbow-shaped (c) and a disk-shaped cell (d). e-f Fluorescent
images taken from 2 sequences showing Rab11 proteins treated with Latrunculin in a crossbow-shaped (e) and a disk-shaped cell (f). In Figs. c-f, the intensity over the planes
is averaged, a gamma correction is applied for a better visualization and the scale bars correspond to 5µm.

Fig. S2. Spatial distribution analysis of Rab6 proteins for crossbow- and disk-shaped cells with kernel density (KD) maps and
QuantEv. a-b 3D KD maps obtained with kernel density maps3 when considering all image sequences with crossbow- a and disk-shaped cells b. c Box and whisker plots
of the p-values obtained when comparing randomly 100 times 2 groups of crossbow-shaped cells or disk-shaped cells with QuantEv and KD maps3.

Fig. S3. Evolution of the point giving the most uniform angular distribution over time. Average Euclidean distance between the point giving the
most uniform distibution at time t = 0 and the point estimated at further frames for normal cells a (3 image sequences for crossbow-shaped cells and 5 image sequences for
disk-shaped cells) and cells treated with Latrunculin A b (6 image sequences for each micro-pattern).

Fig. S4. Confinement ratio of Rab11 positive membranes with Latrunculin A injection. Histograms (bar plots) and densities (lines) of the
confinement ratio of Rab11 positive membranes on crossbow- (a) and disk-shaped cells (b) at Latrunculin A Injection Time (IT), 10, 15, 20 and 25 minutes after injection. Box
and whisker plots of the corresponding condition differences (9 image sequences for each micro-pattern) are displayed on the side of the graphs. p-values under conditions of
one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test when considering the condition differences are indicated below the box and whisker plots. A star (*) indicates that the p-value is smaller
than 0.05.

Fig. S5. Evaluation and tests on simulated data. a-b p-values obtained with ANOVA statistical analysis (a) and QuantEv statistical analysis (b) when considering
the spatial distribution of particles uniformly distributed (Fig. S6 b), isotropically distributed (Fig. S6 c) and a mix of uniformly and isotropically distributed particles over 16
paths. c-d Radial and angular distributions of particles moving on square-shaped cells from 10 simulated image sequences (Fig. S6 a) with (green histograms) and without
normalization (purple histograms) with respect to the distance between the cell center and the cell periphery. e Eath Mover’s Distance (EMD) between cos(x) and cos(2x)
(purple curve) and between sin(x) and cos(2x) (green curve). f Ratio between the two EMDs shown on left plot. g Entropy map obtained on a simulated image sequence
(see Fig. S6 d) showing at each point the angular distribution entropy obtained when considering this point as the reference. h Estimated reference points (green disks)
obtained for 10 different simulated image sequences.

Fig. S6. Image sequences simulated to evaluate QuantEv performance. First column: networks used to generate 4 image sequences. The particle origins
are labeled as red disks while particle destinations appear as green disks. Particles for the sequences a, c and d are uniformly distributed over the different paths. Particles for
the sequence c are distributed with a probability equal to 0.1 over the pink paths and with a probability equal to 0.04 over the blue paths. Images corresponding to time t = 10,
t = 20, t = 30 and t = 40 taken from one simulated image sequence for each network are illustrated in columns 2 to 5.

Fig. S7. Representation of the coordinates of an event. Representation of the coordinates of an event i depicted as an orange disk in the cylindrical coordinate
system with origin O and reference direction ~θO for z fixed (a) and along z axis (b).
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